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refugee
The athletes of Refugee Olympic Team began their training camp at Aspire Dome in Doha Monday. The training camp is held under the auspices of the Qatar Olympic Committee (QOC) ahead of their.

refugee olympic team athletes gear up for tokyo games
Following the announcement by the International Olympic Committee (IOC) earlier this month of the composition of the IOC Refugee Olympic Team Tokyo 2020, the Olympic Refugee Foundation (ORF) is marking

on world refugee day, the olympic refugee foundation celebrates launch of new programme in colombia
At the opening ceremony of the 2016 Olympic Games in Rio de Janeiro, the first IOC Refugee Olympic Team marched behind the flag not of a nation but of the Olympics themselves. A joint effort of the

the olympic refugee team was created to offer hope. some athletes are running away from it
And that has made me ponder something very sad, but probably true: If she and other members of “The Squad,” including Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-NY), Ayanna Pressley (D-MA), and Rashida Tlaib (D-MI)

i’m a former jewish refugee, would “the squad” have given me refuge today?
An extended family from Afghanistan has been stranded inside an Istanbul airport for three weeks now with no end in sight.

afghan refugee family stranded at airport
The funding trickling into Burkina Faso doesn’t come close to matching the scale of the suffering, writes Angelina Jolie.

angelina jolie: we need to understand the human cost of burkina faso’s refugee crisis
Recently evicted refugee families at Fitzroy Walford Apartments reflect some of the frequent challenges that such tenants face in the Columbus area.

refugee tenants evicted from their apartments are often reluctant to file complaints
Organizers of the 5th Asian Indoor and Martial Arts Games to be held in the Turkmenistan capital of Ashgabat from 17-27 September have confirmed that a refugee team will be taking part at Ashgabat

refugee team to compete at 5th asian indoor and martial arts games
As a former child soldier, Gatluack Thack was granted refugee status and moved to Nashville in 1996 to start a new life. Efforts to teach his wife and the nearby community English eventually led

refugee arrivals in tennessee drop to historic low in 2020
A young refugee boy in southern India won a Guinness world record for the most balloons burst with one’s back in a minute. Dhivijeyash, a Sri Lankan refugee, popped 34 of them in Gummudipoondi, Tamil

refugee boy in south india bursts 34 balloons with his back in just one minute
English Situation Report on Lebanon and 3 other countries about Agriculture, Contributions, Epidemic and more; published on 12 Jul 2021 by WFP

regional syrian refugee crisis overview (may 2021)
“They systems that were in place to normally assist refugees are not there right now. They’re just gearing up again,” said Alexander Durika Jr.

wisconsin refugee arrivals are starting to pick up as hiden lifts refugee restrictions, covid-19 pandemic wanes
“In refugee settlements in East Africa, resources such as water, woodland and fertile land are limited,” said Solomie Gebregzabher, a research economist with IWMI and co-leader of the Resource

building refugee resilience in east africa through reusing resources
Boise’s East African community is still reeling two weeks after officers with the city’s police department shot a Somali man while following up on a report that a child was in danger — a sudden and

boise police shooting of somali refugee stirs memories of violence in war-torn pasts
Niphaphone “Laura” Robertson lived with her family in a refugee camp in Thailand before arriving in America as a malmournished child, unable to speak English. In her book, Robertson, now living in

lao author’s book documents family’s refugee journey, racial struggles
While the EU debates shouldering greater resettlement targets, the US looks set to regain its pre-Trump numbers.

european commissioner pledges but does not exactly commit to increasing refugee resettlement
Our progress brief highlights the fostering and preservation of marginalized cultures, from Indigenous Australians to refugees who’ve lost homelands.

more than memories: digital archives are preserving refugee cultures
UNHCR, the UN Refugee Agency, and the Teach For All global network are teaming up to support employment in education for refugee university graduates through

pathway to jobs in education for refugee graduates under new unhcr and teach for all partnership
Narrated by Syrian swimmer Yusra Mardini, the video depicts how Refugee Olympic Team athletes are united by the choice “to keep our dreams alive.”

the olympics released a stunning video highlighting what unifies the refugee team heading to tokyo
The majority of pending cases against Denmark at the European Court of Human Rights relate to asylum-seekers and refugees.

rights court rules against denmark waiting period for refugee family reunification
Pataskala City Council approved tax agreements with developer TPA, clearing way for distribution style facility in Mink Street and Refugee Road area.

pataskala, developer reach agreement for large-scale facility at mink-refugee location
Sam Gabriel, the coach, moved to Iowa as a refugee from Liberia. He said he is always working on leveling the playing field for children of refugees and immigrants in the Des Moines area. “Typically,

team of refugee and immigrant children to represent iowa in international tournament
Pataskala City Council approved tax agreements with developer TPA, clearing way for distribution style facility in Mink Street and Refugee Road area.

tuex partners with geenees to help refugee families in vancouver
Above Ekumange waited 14 years to come to the U.S. as a refugee. Now, he wants to make a difference for others with disabilities.

refugee impact: escaping war, facing discrimination, coming to the us to make a difference
This year, we are offering HOME 2021, our celebration of Milwaukee’s refugee communities, as a series of dispersed events spanning the summer. Our next event is HOME Music Day, Saturday, July 10, 2021

home music day- celebrating milwaukee’s refugee communities
Tens of thousands of refugees who fled the conflict in Ethiopia’s northern
Tigray region are facing security risks and assistance shortfalls in camps in Sudan, according to a group of Western

exclusive: donors accuse un of mishandling tigray refugee response
After years of research with refugees and immigrant communities, USF anthropologists are now pivoting their efforts to ensure that Tampa’s hard-to-reach populations have access to free COVID-19

usf anthropologists facilitate covid-19 vaccinations for tampa’s refugee and immigrant populations
For months, civil war has raged in Ethiopia’s Tigray region. The fighting has demolished infrastructure and threatened famine. Despite recent talk of a ceasefire, no end to the violence appears to be

eritrean soldiers destroy two refugee camps in ethiopia
The government’s much-trailed ‘new plan’ for immigration was ‘unimaginably cruel’ and ‘likely to criminalise and punish’ those seeking protection, according to campaigners who dismissed the proposals

‘unimaginably cruel’: campaigners respond to ‘anti-refugee bill’
As a former child soldier, Gatluack Thack was granted refugee status and moved to Nashville in 1996 to start a new life.

refugee arrivals in tennessee drop to historic low
The UNHCR – the UN’s Refugee Agency – predicts that there are almost 80 million displaced people worldwide, making up around 1% of the world’s population. A dispiriting figure, and one

how are business schools tackling the refugee crisis?
Education Cannot Wait and partners provide a pathway to the safety and hope of an education for refugee children – ‘together we heal, learn and shine’

world refugee day
To resolve the Palestinian refugee issue, the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA) should be dissolved and Arab regimes should grant citizenship

how the palestinian refugee issue can be resolved - opinion
Half of them (65,000) fled to neighbouring Turkey, which now hosts the world’s largest refugee community – 3.7 million people. That same year, nearly a quarter of Syrian refugees (32,500

visualising 70 years of refugee journeys
Join us this year on World Refugee Day and support refugees across the globe and here in Cyprus to be protected and included in health care, education and sport. On World Refugee Day we celebrate the

world refugee day 2021
NEW YORK, Jun 19 2021 (IPS) - With financing, the number of out-of-school refugees could be reduced to zero, Yasmine Sherif, Director of Education Cannot Wait (ECW) says, as the world commemorates

education cannot wait for refugee children in crisis, says yasmine sherif
World Refugee Day, observed on June 20 each year, celebrates the strength of the refugees who have had to leave their home countries to escape from persecution, conflict or violence. First

world refugee day 2021: 12 refugee facts you should know
World Refugee Day was celebrated a day early on Saturday with an event for all local refugees put together by the Refugee and Immigration Services of Catholic Charities. The sound of chatter and

local refugee resettlement agency celebrates world refugee day
Former refugee, Biar Atem, in Las Vegas, Nevada, where he was resettled in 2001 after fleeing South Sudan as a Lost Boy. Photo by: Ronda Churchill / USA for UNHCR Last year, less than 23,000

gca: the importance of refugee resettlement and factors for success
This year’s World Refugee Day theme - together we heal, learn and shine - aims at people belonging to all faiths, all over the world, working together to welcome stateless persons, displaced

world refugee day 2021: theme and importance amid covid-19
This report is mandated by immigration law and essentially makes the case for who should be resettled in the United States as a refugee. The information includes descriptions of refugee

world refugee day 2021: five facts you need to know about refugees
They stayed at a refugee camp in Namibia after leaving their home in the Democratic Republic of Congo. Read more: Canada will nearly double number of protected persons admitted this year

calls for refugee sponsors grow as study suggests millions of canadians open to it
Diala Brisly is an artist, activist and refugee. Forced to flee Syria in 2013 and now resettled in France, Diala uses her art both to confront her own trauma and to defend the human rights of others.

illustrating courage this world refugee day
It’s worth asking on the 70th anniversary of the international Refugee Convention, how have we gotten to a place where a human being crossing a border is labeled illegal just because they are

world refugee day, can we imagine new ways to come together?
As a mark of respect and to honour the courage and determination and resilience of refugees June 20, ever year is observed as World Refugee Day. World Hemophilia Day: More than 1.36 lakh people in

what is world refugee day: know more about it
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. >> When the Sprunger family was matched with their foster daughter, an unaccompanied refugee child from Eritrea, they were told the 16-year-old could join them as soon as a

refugee agency rebuilds pipeline through crisis: ‘we’re starting from scratch’
The last four years saw historically low numbers of refugee arrivals and deep staff cuts to local resettlement programs because of former President Donald Trump’s reduction of the number of

refugee resettlement and aid agencies prepare for an increase in new arrivals
For people of refugee and asylum seeker backgrounds, finding community and harmony in foreign spaces is critical to one’s ability to feel safe and rebuild their lives. Often, people seeking refuge or

refugee week: the value of unity in creating a better country for everyone
Abdallah Al-Obaidi’s journey from Iraq to Georgia covered in national animation Abdallah Al-Obaidi knows what it’s like to be an outsider. The 23-year-old has lived life as a refugee and